
Ref: YV523 - Villa for rental with a panoramic sea view and 6 bedrooms - St Jean
Cap Ferrat

Price €45,500 to €119,000 per week Town / Village
Size of house 550 m² Area Land 10500 m²
Bedrooms 6 Bathrooms 6

Here, all is order  and beauty, luxury and  voluptuousness    
You will discover the beauty of Mediterranean flora in this elegantly located pinewood park covering more than 80 000 sq.
feet, overlooking the sea. 
 Admire  marvelous  flowers  brimming  with  color,  vibrant  green  lawns,  palm  trees,  pines,  cypress  trees,  all  nestled  in  the
peace and tranquility of this veritable terrestrial paradise, away from prying eyes …
The blue of the sky, the blue of the sea, the blue of the swimming pool, all shades of blue are to be found here. Discover the
marvelous swimming pool at the Villa Rose-Pierre with its elegant curves and mosaics making it truly exceptional. Lounge in
a deck chair, swim in the shade of the pines, sip a delicious cocktail, whilst admiring the immensity of the sea and nature’s
eternal beauty …
On entering the hall of the Villa Rose-Pierre, you are swept away on a remarkable journey where the majesty of this
residence reigns supreme. Nothing is left to chance, as the beholder can clearly see in regards to the decoration, all exude
pure luxury. The 2007 redecoration has been orchestrated by the talentuous and famous designer Alberto Pinto.
The  four  bedrooms   +  two  staff  rooms  of  the  Villa  Rose-Pierre  are  a  harmonious  symphony  of  high  end  refinement  and
perfect design. While equipped with tomorrow’s technology, all of them inspire an exquisite « art de vivre » …
Descend the  staircase  and  discover,  surrounded by  a  magnificent  marble,  a  fitness  centre  equipped with  state  of  the  art
work out  equipment and a sauna.  The fitness area has its  own cosy shower reminiscent of  yesterday’s  thermal  baths.  An
outdoor tennis is steps away so you can exercise in peaceful and quiet dream setting. After working out, enjoy the relaxation
room with its comfortable armchairs and round sofa. Equipped with hi-fi stereo, flat screen and video, this room can also be
transformed into a reading or game room.



Complimentary transfers from/to Nice Airport 
VIP welcome amenities
Daily breakfast included
Butler service included
Complimentary 90 min. spa treatment for 2 : once per stay
On request : chef, babysitter, tennis lesson with supplement *Upon Availability, minimum stay may apply

Property Features

Heated Swimming Pool Tennis Court Air conditioning Alarm
Jacuzzi/Spa Outside Lighting Pool-House Satellite TV
Terrace Video Security



Extra Photos




